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Reliable production and warehouse workers are hard to find, 
and getting qualified people for hazardous or demanding 
positions is even more challenging and expensive.

We have a smart solution
for every dirty, 
difficult, tedious, or 
dangerous job.

You know the problem

PEC makes it possible for operations of any size to 
reduce labor costs and workplace injuries, while 
increasing productivity. We help businesses like 
yours realize the full potential of robotic  
process automation.
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We do more
As experienced industrial process system integrators and service 
providers, we know how to integrate advanced robotics and 
machine control systems into any existing processes. We design an 
efficient robotic system to meet every requirement and provide 
comprehensive support to keep your operation running.  

Why can we be sure your new system will 

deliver all the performance you expect? 

Because PEC takes the time upfront to define 

business goals and predict challenges before 

we design, build, and install any new robotic 

system. Our engineers and project managers 

work with your team to develop a detailed plan, 

select the right equipment, and integrate new 

technologies to achieve maximum efficiency. 

NEW SYSTEMS

Modern robotic automation systems 

offer unlimited upgrade flexibility 

with advancing technology. PEC can 

analyze your system and make strategic 

upgrades or retrofits to equipment 

and software that delivers great ROI 

through increased process efficiency, 

plus improve quality and reliability.

UPGRADES

A responsive local partner with the resources and capabilities of a world-class robotics company.

PEC is a FANUC certified service provider, 
offering the dependability of a local team, 
backed by a recognized leader in automation 
technology for manufacturing.   

https://processequipmentandcontrols.com/
https://www.fanucamerica.com/integrators
https://processequipmentandcontrols.com/


VISIT US AT WWW.PECNOW.COM
10439 OLD ATLANTA HWY.
COVINGTON, GA 30014
770.487.1413
INFO@PECNOW.COM

Expertise, versatility, and an unyielding 
commitment to your success.

APPLICATIONS 
AUTOMATION CONSULTING

BUILD TO PRINT

ENGINEERING AND DESIGN

SYSTEMS INTEGRATION

MACHINE RETROFITS

TECHNICAL SUPPORT

THE PEC-PLUS
• Custom robotic solutions

• Comprehensive integration plans

• Training for production and maintenance teams

• Electrical and mechanical troubleshooting 

• Automation control and equipment debugging

https://processequipmentandcontrols.com/



